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Abstract — We developed and validated an automated routine
for the fitting of I-V curve data to the single diode model
according to an exact analytical solution. Our fitting routine
was validated to show good noise immunity and high accuracy
using simulated values from LTSPICE. We are thus able to
automate parameter extraction from a dataset or arbitrary
size. This parameterization allows for better simulation of
performance of real cells and arrays and provides utility for
a host of applications relevant to space arrays. We will use this
methodology to determine the array performance of radiated
cells over time, and simulate the performance of the arrays
with ctive bypass diodes and power electronics.

Index Terms — Space solar, bypass diodes, SPICE, I-V curves

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The single-diode model of solar cell behavior is an ac-
cepted model that well-mimics typical I-V curve behavior
and provides a common language for researchers.[1], [2], [3]
However, the model is limited in utility by the transcendental
nature of the current as a function of voltage and cannot be
solved explicitly without invoking special functions. [4], [5],
[6] Numerous authors have proposed methodologies to solve
this problem and develop models but many are fundamentally
lacking because they involve assumptions or some human
interaction. [7], [8], [9] Peshek et al. reviewed many of
these techniques found that they all tended to suffer from
fundamental issues, [10] summarized here as:

• The series and/or shunt resistances could not be esti-
mated accurately without making assumptions that might
not hold for degraded cells

• Series and shunt resistances and ideality factor could not
be estimated accurately without a human selecting a fit-
ting range, which negated potential automated processing

• Modeling of arrays of cells was highly error prone
because of the lack of bypass diode inclusion and an
inability to incorporate a distribution of parameters.

We describe here a potential solution to these issues using a
generalized methodology that can be pipelined and used with
an dataset of arbitrary size while solving the analytical single-
diode model. Our solution utilizes a custom fitting routine
and the Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis,
or “SPICE”, which is a circuit modeling engine invoking a
Newton-Raphson methodology for solving circuit node volt-
ages and currents. Hence when an equivalent circuit model
of a solar cell is encoded in SPICE it becomes a useful path
to model solar cell behavior including I-V curves, quantum
efficiency and even defects. [11] SPICE has been used to
model solar cells and arrays in the past and applications from
cell cracking and power losses, power electronics and even
arc-faulting. [12], [13], [14], [15] The power of SPICE is that
arrays of arbitrary size and construction can be simulated and
bypass diodes included to predict performance under a host of
conditions and evolution over time. The variables input into
the simulations are seeded by the fitted output of a custom,
and open-source project to develop an automated single-diode
data-fitting routine based on the Lambert-W function.

In earlier work Peshek et al. noted that conventional equiv-
alent circuit models of solar arrays, collections of intercon-
nected cells, were often incomplete because the presence of
bypass diodes were not necessarily included. [16] Indeed, in
that work the authors motivated a concept that heterogeneity
in performance that is observed upon degradation could man-
ifest as bypass diode turn on, even under uniform irradiance,
because of the current imbalance caused by a cell-level
change in the local series or shunt resistance. Simulations
using a version of SPICE by Linear Technology, or LTSPICE,
showed that during bypass diode turn on, the turn on voltage
would shift dependent upon the global distribution of cellular
series resistance. Further, simulations in LTSPICE indicated
that a discrepancy in series resistance among cells could
lead to bypass diode turn on even under uniform irradiance,
and this observation was proven experimentally. [10] Thus
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the authors hypothesized that non-uniform degradation could
be observed and the distribution of parameters in an array
potentially quantified by locating the voltage and current of
bypass turn on.

Support for the hypothesis has been provided by Hu et
al. when analyzing a time series collection of 2.2 million I-
V curves collected from engineered sites in three disparate
locales. [17] Hu et al. found that the prevalence for bypass
turn on increase steadily over time, after finding zero bypass-
ing in the first two years of operation after installation. This
increase in bypassing was commensurate with degradation
curves, hence tracking bypassing can act as a proxy for
degradation-induced power loss. [18]

II. THEORY

To model the I − V curve of an arbitrary solar cell a
macroscopic physics-based model consisting of a current
source, single pn diode, and two resistors is typically utilized
[1]. Often, researchers may also add a parallel second diode,
or “recombination diode” that describes an internal carrier
recombination process that is nonlinear [19], [20].

Applying Kirchoff’s laws and the Shockley equation yields
the relationship between current (I) and voltage (V ) for a
solar cell in this single-diode model:

I(V, T ) = IL − I0exp(
V + IRS

NsnVth(T )
− 1)− V + IRS

Rsh
, (1)

where IL is the light induced current from photon absorp-
tion, I0 is the reverse saturation current, Ns is the number of
cells in the module, n is the diode ideality factor, Rs is the
cell series resistance, Rsh is the cell shunt resistance, Vth is
the thermal voltage equal to q/kT , where q is the elementary
charge of an electron and k is Boltzmann’s constant. Because
of the transcendental nature of equation (1), it is not possible
to solve in terms of I(V) explicitly, except by means of the
Lambert W function [4].

Analytical solutions to the transcendental equation exist
based upon the Lambert-W function, [4], [21] that Ghani et al.
[22] used to estimate the series, shunt resistances and diode
ideality factor. This analytical solution for I(V, T ) is given
by:

I(V, T ) =
(IL − I0)−NsV/Rsh

1 +Rs/Rsh
− nVth

Rs
×W [F (V, T )].

(2)
Where W [F (V, T )] is Lambert’s W function, with F (V, T ),
the functional, equaling:

F (V, T ) =
I0β

nVth
exp(

NsV

nVth
(1− β) +

(IL − I0)β

nVth
) (3)

where:
β =

(Rs)

(Rs +Rsh)
(4)

We utilized equation 2 to generate a fitting routine in
‘R’ that utilizes a combination of linear least-squares and
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) nonlinear fitting in an iterative

Fig. 1. flowchart

manner in order to parametrize experimentally determined I-
V curves and use the parameters in an LTSPICE simulation.
This iterative, linear-least-squares-seeded LM method reduced
sensitivity on initial guesses and allowed for nearly “blind”
operation of the fitting. The algorithm utilized is shown as a
flow chart in Figure 1.

III. VALIDATION RESULTS

Our goal was to allow for arbitrary fitting of I-V curve
data and yield a <1% error on the parameter extraction. For
typical, well-behaved curves the goal was met easily for the
diode-related parameters, that is the ideality factor, reverse
saturation current and the light induced current.

In order to determine the relative effectiveness of the fitting
routine we utilized several methods of validation. I − V
Curves were generated using the Lambert-W function analyti-
cal model with varying number of points and varying random
noise and we found strong convergence and low errors on the
predicted values. The fits would generally converge for data
of only a few points, if those points included boundaries (Isc
and Voc), midpoints (at least 2) between those boundaries and
the maximum power point to help define the linear regions
and enough points around the maximum power points (at least
7) to define the curvature.

We also found good resiliency to the influences of noise.
Curves were generated for various numbers of points and
an amount of random noise representative of a 1%, 2% or
5% measurement uncertainty in the current measurement was
applied, as shown in Figure 2. Again, good convergence was
found, where the predicted values agreed within uncertainty
to the set values and the uncertainty in those predicted values
scaled with the measurement uncertainty.

To understand further the utility of the model we deter-
mined the relative error of the model in extracting the series
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Fig. 2. I-V curves and prediction from fitting routine as a function
of three different noise levels representing measurement uncertainty
in the current values.

and shunt resistance values, Rs and Rsh, respectively. A
series of I − V curves were generated while allowing either
Rs or Rsh to vary over a wide range and the relative error
between the set value and the fitted value were computed.
Qualitatively, As Rs becomes large and Rsh becomes small
the % error increases very fast, i.e. as the I−V curve becomes
more linear. This response is reasonable because the data
are more linear-like (even when generated by exponential
functions) and can be modeled best by a line with two degrees
of freedom and are over-fitted by models with five degrees
of freedom (such as ours here). The overfitting leads to gross
errors in all fitted values, but we will focus on the resistances.

The observation that fit error increases with degree of
linearity suggests a valuable metric for determination of the
model’s boundaries. After fitting the single diode model to the
dataset, we also fit a linear least squares curve and acquire the
R2 goodness of fit metric for determination of “linearity” of
the I−V curve. For example, a high fill factor ( 80%) curve
will have a linear R2 of about 0.2, and a fill factor less than
50% has a linear R2 above 0.9 and is quickly approaching
a line shape. The data for the % error in Rs and Rsh are
shown for curves containing no noise in Figure 3.

The plots in Figure 3 show some interesting features.
As expected the % error in the extracted values increases
dramatically above linear R2 = 0.9. Yet there are also
unexpected behaviors in the Rs response: a small dip, fast
rise towards a break, then a decay that mimics a hyperbolic
function. The reason for this behavior appears to be in the
fitting routine itself and the fact that the Lambert W-function
has both real and imaginary branches and in this small regime
the routine is actually trying to fit on the imaginary branch,
which manifests as a computational “not a number” (NaN).
For the Rsh we observe less dramatic behavior but it is
interesting to note that the response of the % error function
increases dramatically also for very low linear R2, that is
for very high fill factors. Hansen [6] explained this large
error in Rsh is due to the difficulty in fitting a slope in this
region where the I − V response is flat, thus obtaining a
very small number, and then inverting it to extract the shunt
resistance, giving a very large number. This value is thus
highly prone to errors and is extremely sensitive to noise
in this regime. Yet, through this analysis we can provide a
metric to understand and poredict the error in fitted values
and provide boundaries and a methodology for fitting any
abritrary dataset. A complete multidimensional contour plot
would show the multidimensional boundaries to the fitting
space, but is beyond the scope of this article.

IV. CASE STUDY: ACTIVE BYPASSING

As a potential application of this approach we will examine
a simple circuit of active bypassing cells in a small array
and determining the potential positive impact of such a
configuration. In an active bypass circuit the typical silicon
pn junction diode is used to drive a charge pump that can be
used to turn on a logic-level field effect transistor to provide a
much lower resistance bypass path. This alternate path can be
used as a passive means of reducing the voltage drop across
the bypass diode during current mismatch scenarios caused
by damage or heterogeneous degradation as described in the
introduction. We utilized a simple linear amplifier to drive
the active bypass field effect transistor (FET), for simplicity
in design, that had a very low quiescent current draw and
during operation consumed approximately 0.5 mW at peak.

The solar arrays utilized were comprised of single diode
cells with a silicon schottky bypass diode. The parameters
were determined for this preliminary case study by fitting data
from commercial datasheets, and the array was constructed
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Fig. 3. A series of plots of the percent error in the determination of
the series (top) and shunt (bottom left and right) resistances versus
the R2 goodness of fit measure of the data fitted using a linear
function. Hence a very low R2 is more like a typical I − V curve
with a high fill factor. An R2 greater than 0.9 is very close to a line
and represents a curve with a very low fill factor.

Fig. 4. A schematic of the circuit that was simulated in LTSPICE.
The red box depicts the single diode model of a solar cell with
schottky bypass diode called out in orange. Our active bypass
circuitry, circled in dark red, was designed simply using a differential
linear amplifier for simplicity and an external power supply, although
a more robust and self contained design would include a charge
pump and amplifier with gate driver to a logic level FET.

Fig. 5. The simulated P − V curves with and without active
bypassing as a function of 1 MeV electron fluence. Only the highest
voltage cell is degraded with respect to the others and only that cell
is modeled with an active bypass circuit.

to be 4 solar cells of equal beginning of life performance.
The cell at the highest voltage in the array was then altered
to mimic recently published data on performance of triple
junction solar cells that had been exposed to high energy (1
MeV) electrons. [23] We allowed the short circuit current and
reverse saturation current to vary in accordance with differing
fluences of radiation and simulate performance over time.
The cell responses in efficiency, fill factor, Isc and Voc were
obtained from literature and using our fitting routine we were
able to model the circuit parameters that can be utilized in a
LTSPICE simulation. [23] Other cells were maintained as if
they had incurred no damage in order to observe the effects
of a worst-case heterogeneity.

Under the above scenario the difference in currents among
the cells would cause the bypass diode to turn on under an
I-V sweep of the array, and subsequently during this period
the active bypass transistor also turned on. The simulations
demonstrated a decrease in lost power during bypassing for
the active circuit of 100 mW per bypass diode essentially
irrespective of the current differential. Notably, the simulated
I-V curves outside the region of bypassing showed no dif-
ference, suggesting that the gain in power may only occur
under the specific conditions of the array being biased at or
near the bypass turn on voltage. If maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) power management system were used then
the small gain in power would be utilized.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully developed a system for the automated
parameterization of I-V curves according to the sigle diode
model. Our goal is to use this fitting routine to seed and
LTSPICE simulation of array performance with realistic val-
ues including a distribution of parameters. This methodology
can then be used to determine the performance of cells over
time. As a working case study we will use cells exposed to
radiation to determine the distribution response function to 1
MeV electrons and model system performance to be presented
at the conference. This effort is underway and using literature
values to start the simulation we find that bypass diodes
readily turn on for a radiation-exposed array. The simulations
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then allow for testing of various mitigation schemes including
where to bias the array, what performance is expected from a
maximum power point tracking algorithm, and even lifetime
performance modeling.
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